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Presentation Notes
Good morning ladies and gentelmen, I am Lieutentan General Giovanni Fungo, the Commanding General of the Comando per la Formazione e Scuola di Applicazione dell’EsercitoFirst of all I would like to thank the organisers for such an impressive gathering of outstanding speakers and space experts. Also for the effort in doing so. My thank you also goes to the NATO STO SCI Panel and the 308 Program Committe for inviting me to give a you a keynote speech. This is my third interaction with the SCI Panel and its space community.I assume this means I have provided you with some relevant insights in my previous interventions in Torino and in Loughborough.In each one of my previous talks my contributions came from different perspectives that were mainly born out of a different experience level, stemming from my positions and assignments; most of the time I have concentrated more on the tactical level than else. This time I am standing here in front of you, also, as a former NATO KFOR Commander, a large scale operation  where the battle rhythm and the operations areas are  less imposing but more subtle, hence the satellite support, especially the intel support is scarce but fundamental.



THE LAND WARRIOR
PERCEPTION # 1
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This is just to reconnect, as mentioned to one of my previous talks.The land warrior expects that space resolves his very practical issue. If resiliency means more weight for antennas and batteries and tablets it becomes just another burden.Besides, there is the sargent major factor. If resilience is achieved by storing more space terminals, it means a longer logistics tail. Also what if they are lost to the operational employment… someone has to repay them. Therefore… better keeping them in store and limit to the minimum training. Hence resilience is automatically achieved by rerouting toward otehr resources : humint, UAVs, etc.And this is only the Army picture, but the same goes for NAVY and Air Force. Saved maybe that Air Force people have a longer history of driving satellites hence they might see resilience in a more detached way.
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This is just to reconnect, as mentioned to one of my previous talks.The land warrior expects that space resolves his very practical issue. If resiliency means more weight for antennas and batteries and tablets it becomes just another burden.Besides, there is the sargent major factor. If resilience is achieved by storing more space terminals, it means a longer logistics tail. Also what if they are lost to the operational employment… someone has to repay them. Therefore… better keeping them in store and limit to the minimum training. Hence resilience is automatically achieved by rerouting toward otehr resources : humint, UAVs, etc.And this is only the Army picture, but the same goes for NAVY and Air Force. Saved maybe that Air Force people have a longer history of driving satellites hence they might see resilience in a more detached way.
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Space capabilities in support of
operations
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Presentation Notes
Lessons learned in recent NATO-led operations have helped us to realize how dependent the Alliance is on Space capabilities and the support provided by the professionals, agencies, and nations that manage and operate the related-systems. It is obvious that NATO commanders, staffs and forces must continue to gain knowledge and experience to better orchestrate Space support to operations. Hence plan for resiliency from the beginning not a as a stop gap solution for when your satcom is down or sat imint is not flowing in.I will recall here, once again to reconnect to my previous appearances, the results of the SCI-268 and SCI-283 by means of which the SCI Panel was able to create the basis for promoting a shared awareness for NATO space dependencies and generate the initial thinking on resiliency as well as identifying the most appropriate technical investments for NATO to consider.Improvements in the net resilience of space capabilities provided to NATO is increasingly recognized by leadership in each one of our nations as being a critical imperative.The NATO Long Term Aspect for the preservation of NATO space capabilities addresses the NATO future perspective on the requirementto ensure that space capabilities provided to NATO are resilient to hostile threats and other factors that have the potentialto degrade or deny those space capabilities.
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This is just to reconnect, as mentioned to one of my previous talks.The land warrior expects that space resolves his very practical issue. If resiliency means more weight for antennas and batteries and tablets it becomes just another burden.Besides, there is the sargent major factor. If resilience is achieved by storing more space terminals, it means a longer logistics tail. Also what if they are lost to the operational employment… someone has to repay them. Therefore… better keeping them in store and limit to the minimum training. Hence resilience is automatically achieved by rerouting toward otehr resources : humint, UAVs, etc.And this is only the Army picture, but the same goes for NAVY and Air Force. Saved maybe that Air Force people have a longer history of driving satellites hence they might see resilience in a more detached way.
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First of all some key words.Being resiliency and resilient space at large the main theme of this meeting, let me first set the scene by sharing my understanding of resiliency.Let me tell you that scanning the net I was not able to find a unique and unequivocal definition  of space resilience, so I will rely on what is resilience according to standard English language definitions  and what has already been discussed in the STO space community over the past few years.Throughout my talk I will consider resilience and resiliency as different forms of the same word. Both nouns refer to the ability of a system or apparatus to recover quickly from difficulties, failures or misfortune.Also we can think of a resilient space system or function as being characterized or marked by resilience.But for sure resiliency is not simply a technical concept; I see it as an operational feature that I would define, borrowing from systems engineering jargon as continuous availability.As stated in the background documents to this meeting, to ensure maximum resilience to hostile, environmental and unintentional interference impacts to critical space capabilities provided to NATO from the Alliance members and the commercial sector it is imperative that a common shared perspective be established.Listed here are some of the key words that will underpin my talk and I will leave with you.
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Some views on resilience - 1

Reliable, available space capabilities are critical to 

military operations. What happens to the warfighter

when space capabilities are not resilient?

Resilient space capabilities are essential since they are 

very likely to be attacked and be either degraded or 

destroyed

Resilient space means that space capabilities must 

operate at degraded levels, under stress and rapidly

recover after attack
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Some views on resilience - 2

 Resilience also means alternatives to providing 

services and capabilities – for example, alternative 

SATCOM frequencies, satellites, etc.

 Resilience must also be looked at from the functional 

level: alternatives to space capabilities must also 

be considered  for example, using a compass for 

navigation when GPS is jammed
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Some views on resilience - 3

 Users (soldiers) must be trained in appropriate use of 

space capabilities under stressing conditions so 

that they and their missions can be made resilient.

 Resilience in space is not only about attacks on space 

capabilities but also in accommodating risks from 

the space environment, engineering / system failures, 

operator errors, and the possibility that political 

situations result in the non-availability of some 

national space capabilities being provided to NATO.
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Some topics to be discussed to address
resilience - 1

 Understanding the problems of a contested 

space environment

 Develop adequate policies to ensue coherence 

of actions across the Alliance to jointly address 

resilience

 Develop common policies to coordinate the 

protection of national space assets in a 

contested space environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to share with you some of the topics I deem useful to discuss in this or follow on meetings provide answers to the how to increase resilience question
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Some topics to be discussed to address
resilience - 2

 Develop knowledge on countering threats in 

the space domain

 Accelerating the pace of innovation to counter 

sophisticated adversarial threats in space

 Role of small satellites in enhancing global 

situational awareness
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 Develop an effective space traffic control and 

management 

 Increase our current capabilities for space-

based situational awareness at joint level

 Develop increased on-board hardening and 

adaptability

 Develop a new approach to disaggregation of 

capabilities

Some topics to be discussed to address
resilience - 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective space traffic control and management Orbit patterns can change, and debris floats in different orbits. Not only is situational awareness important, but understanding how you’re going to navigate your own assets around the space environment is key. Space-based situational awarenessThe ability to have a full picture of what’s around you in space is essential. What debris is nearby, and does it present a threat? Are assets from other nations in close proximity to our assets? Ability to provide on-board hardening and adaptabilitySpace offers extremely harsh operating conditions for on-board electronics. Radiation can lead to a degradation of electrical performance or permanent failures. Disaggregation of capabilitiesIt’s important that we preserve our operational advantage in space. Part of doing so is “disaggregating” space capabilities onto multiple platforms. By sending multiple, smaller satellites into space to conduct a mission together, rather than a single larger one operating solo, odds of success are increased.
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A provocative idea:
suborbital systems for resilience and more
• Traditionally two are the main domains as we leave the Earth surface: air and 

space

• New (?) high ground: between 18 and 100 Km

• New strategic importance due to new opportunities, lower development 

costs,lower operations costs 

• Specific focus on applications like:

 air transport

 access to space

 scientific research for military purposes

 surveillance, intelligence and reconnaissance

 small satellites insertion into orbit

 maintenance and refueling of operational spacecraft

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditionally two are the main domains as we leave the Earth surface: air and space. Each one characterized by doctrines and means.Air transport: la capacità di volare a velocità supersoniche a quote comprese tra i 20 e i 100 chilometri potrà consentire di trasportare persone e merci da un punto all’altro della Terra nel giro di poche ore, con ricadute interessanti sia dal punto di vista militare sia civile. Access to space: i voli suborbitali possono rappresentare nel prossimo futuro un canale per accedere più facilmente alle risorse dello  spazio.I velivoli suborbitali potranno inoltre essere efficacemente impiegati come piattaforme in grado di lanciare in orbita satelliti, osservare dall’alto la superficie terrestre e compiere esperimenti scientifici in assenza di gravità.I velivoli suborbitali e ipersonici potranno essere anche efficacemente impiegati in missioni di sorveglianza, osservazione eintelligence, sfruttando le loro caratteristiche di elevata velocità, navigazione ad alta quota e maggiore manovrabilità rispetto alle attualipiattaforme balistiche.  Il successo delle operazioni è infatti strettamente correlato alla velocità con cui vengono acquisite le informazioni, elaborate e sintetizzate, alla capacità di penetrare in territorio ostile e alla rapidità con cui si è in grado di definire una situational awareness globale.Il volo suborbitale e ipersonico potrà consentire di estendere l’accesso alle risorse dello spazio, introducendo nuovi scenari legati non solo alla messa in orbita di microsatelliti, ma anche ad attività di manutenzione e rifornimento sulle piattaforme satellitari già esistenti per estenderne la vita operativa.
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Support Vs. New Domain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some final thoughts to evolve the way we think space in operations .I see space as a fighting domain pervasive as cyber domain is (which was finally deemed a fighting domain in the NATO Warsaw summit 2016 declaration). This means that Army officers should be made aware of all the planning disciplines that go into it, including the doctrines, the tactics, the resources and so on and so forth.  So, like cyber, space is somehow overarching above and across the more traditional ones and works with cyber as a hinge to link them to the political and military leadership.Statements that lead to my ……
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A “selfish” final challenge

As Commander
of a School,
here is my final challenge to
you

How much time and effort must, 

should or should not be devoted to

building an awareenss and a culture 

of space as a fighting domain in the 

future generation of Officers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I came here today as Commander of the institution where the future backbone of the Italian Army is provided with at least some of the mental tools they will need to fight tomorrow’s wars. How much time and effort must, should or should not be devoted to building an awareness and a culture of space as a fighting domain in the future generation of Officers?How hard could it be to achieve that awareness in a time compatible with the training cycle of the new officers?To what purpose this awareness will be useful for during their assignments?And can we keep up their preparedness with the fast pace of innovation ? 
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CONCLUSIONS

The Alliance reliance on space is seen as a key vulnerability by our 

opponents 

Most of our current space systems were designed when space was 

considered a benign environment: how much of them would survive in 

case of a serious and organized threat (not to mention a war that would 

extend into space)

 Continue to develop resilient space systems and technologies that 

preserve our ability to operate from space.

 Looking forward - we must always be thinking 15 years ahead…. Or 

less?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They view our reliance on space as a key vulnerability, and they’re working hard to exploit it through kinetic, non-kinetic, and cyber tools designed to deny, degrade, and destroy our space capabilitiesMost of our current space systems were designed when space was considered a benign environmentLooking forward - Just 10 years ago, the space environment looked vastly different. There was little talk of cyber threats or the physical security of our space assets. Technologies are built to last more than 15 years at a time so we must always be thinking 15 years ahead.
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